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Mannington Pocoyo 
Mesquite. Lava, 
featured in 3·;5·;1· 
random width planks 

Bono DriFost Stain Collection, Cherry (water popped) on Red Oak 
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Mohawk Timberline Oak series: Oxford Oak 
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Water-based finishes ore applied to the surface of the floor They ore typically clear 
and ore very durable. 

Oil-based 
finishes ore 
applied to the 
surface of the 
floor They ore 
amber, will turn 
yellow over 
time, and ore 
very durable. 

Natural oil finishes con b e  penetrating oils 
or hard wax oil finishes. They penetrate 
into the pores of the wood to achieve a 
durable, long-lasting finish. 

U V  finishes ore applied to 
the surface of the floor at 
the factory and con also b e  
applied on the Job site. They use 
UVo and UVb light to cure the 
finish instantly with no dry time. 
They ore extremely durable. 

Conversion varnish finishes 
ore applied to the surface 
of the floor They ore clear 
to slightly amber and ore 
extremely durable. - -

- . - .· , . _  ------., 

floor finish in use 
today They ore 
applied in thin 
coots and soak 
into the pores of 
the wood. The 
coots ore buffed 
and harden to 
form a protective 
penetrating seal. 

Mohawk Woodside Hickory series.· Greystone Hickory 
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Mohawk American Designer series: 
Burnished Caramel  
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ZAYAANCO
Suite No. 704, Orange Tower,

Next to National Paint Factory,  P. O. Box 
72936, Sharjah, U.A.E.

Hotline : +971 5555 6 4004
Tel No. : +971 6 569 17 57

info@zayaanco.com,www.zayaanco.com

 Wooden flooring dubai I Solid wood flooring UAE I Squared flooring Sharjah I Plank flooring Al ain I Classic flooring suppliers dubai I Semi solid wood
 flooring traders dubai I MDF flooring companies in dubai I  HDF flooring Ajman I Engineered wood flooring installers Dubai I Bamboo flooring Fujairah I
 Timber flooring contractors dubai I Cork flooring companies Abu dhabi I Domestic flooring contractors UAQ  I Cottage flooring Fujairah I Exotic flooring
 installers ajman I Laminate flooring traders abu dhabi I Linoleum flooring company dubai I Hardwood flooring contractors uae  I Classic grade flooring

 suppliers sharjah I Maple strip flooring installers RAK I Lacquered flooring contractor dubai I Wide plank flooring stockis in dubai I Parador laminate
 flooring abu dhabi I Single strip flooring traders ajman I Texture wood strip flooring dubai I Contemporary laminate flooring abu dhabi I Style strip

 flooring manufacture in al ain I Unfinished solid wood flooring manufacturer Dubai I Reclaimed wood flooring Sharjah I Long strip flooring UAE I Rosetta
 flooring Rak I Flexar flooring in dubai I Flooring Adhesives in dubai I Self levelling contractors in UAE I Wooden installation in Dubai I Flooring installer in

 Abu dhabi I Wooden flooring contractors I Flooring suppliers in Dubai I Flooring solutions dubai I Acoustic multi-layer flooring solutions Dubai I
  Educational acoustic Dubai I Antistatic flooring UAE I Commercial flooring abu dhabi I Contract flooring Dubai I
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